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the first-ever microsoft linux conference is a free event
for all linux enthusiasts and anyone interested in how
windows and microsoft solutions are used in the open
source world, including the linux community. the
conference will be held in three time zones, with
speakers from microsoft, red hat, and other industry
experts. microsoft this week announced a partnership
with red hat to offer a new microsoft linux certified
professional (mlcp) credential for linux professionals. the
mlcp credential provides in-depth, real-world linux
training for employees who are currently using the linux
operating system, or have knowledge of linux. microsoft
has even been very open in sharing their linux code with
the foss community. in fact, they even have linux kernel
developers as part of their linux technical fellow
program. with the recent decisions of the linux
community to allow open sourcing of the linux kernel and
the open sourced hyper-v linux kernel, it is no doubt that
microsoft may be planning to fork linux to avoid the gpl,
and use that instead. that would make sense too, as
there is no other open source way to replace hyper-v
with a high performance linux kernel that has more
features. of course, the linux community has been very
open in welcoming microsoft to join in the foss
community so theres no telling what they may want to
do with the linux kernel. this is really an interesting
direction that microsoft is taking for the future. we will be
seeing some major features in 2020 from microsoft and it
looks like linux will be a huge part of that. not only will
linux be a major part of the code base of windows, but
they will be embracing linux even more as they move
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forward in the year to come. it is now clear that linux is
going to be the new os of choice for the future, and
microsoft is embracing that, and even sponsoring and
participating in it. this is a great thing for the future of all
operating systems. microsoft has been a really great
contributor to the foss community over the years, and
this is another way they are continuing that in the future.
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